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II.

Abstract

Leaders have a lot of impact on the way employees are being motivated and engaged in an
organization. The influence can be felt on the way employees deal with their tasks. Nowadays,
more and more businesses are expanding overseas and providing their employees full autonomy
to act on their own, as a result of the difficulty to control and take decisions while being away.
Laissez faire leadership style offers employees freedom to work on their own tasks with
minimum interferences. Employees are allowed to make decisions, share ideas, and
communicate in order to have a successful performance.
This thesis reports the main characteristics of Laissez faire leadership style that can be seen
these days in modern workplaces. By analyzing questionnaires of different leaders in modern
workplaces from different industries, the impact of laissez faire on employees’ engagement and
employees’ motivation is being identified. The negative influence of laissez faire on employees’
motivation and their engagement towards the business was being clarified as well as the
significant relationship between motivation and engagement.
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1. Introduction
1.1.General Introduction
This research focuses on the effect of laissez faire leadership style on employee’s engagement
and motivation in modern-day offices. The section elaborates the background of the study, the
main problem statement, the purpose, specific objectives, the main research questions and the
methodology of the study.

1.2.Main Problem Statement

There are different types of leaders. Some require control over all organizational decisions,
some give everyone equal say in decisions, and some are open-handed and give the whole
autonomy to make decisions to their employees. There are voices, that will say that laissez faire
is an inefficient management style as it leads to low productivity due to very little managerial
guidance. On the other hand, there are people who will argue that a laissez faire approach is a
very useful way of leading highly experienced employees (Dubois, 2011). The main challenge
is to understand how much correlation there is between laissez faire leadership style,
employees’ engagement and employees’ motivation, what is the relationship between the
variables and what can be the way of dealing with it in modern workplaces.

1.3. Need and Justification for the Study
The purpose of this study is to understand the effect of laissez faire leadership on employees’
motivation and employees’ engagement. The objectives that guided the study were formed to
investigate the effect of laissez faire leaders on how they affect employee performance and to
analyze the impact those leaders have on employees’ engagement and motivation in a modern
organization.
In recent years, leaders have become a keystone for successfully managing their employees and
organization at large. The traditional concept of leading has gradually changed as a result of
internationalization and the new era of modern workplaces. This gives a new meaning to the
strategic integration of new leadership styles into effective management of employees (Inqbal
and Anwar, 2015). Kenneth and Heresy claimed in 1988: “The effective leader must be a good
diagnostician and adopt style to meet the demands of the situation in which they operate.
Different leadership styles are used that fit to employees on the basis of amount of directions,
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empowerment, and decision-making power” (Heresy, 1988). The concept of laissez faire
leadership style was defined analogous between different authors and there is no one answer
for this way of leading, if it is a positive or a negative way of leading (Bartol and Martin, 1994,
p.412).

1.4. Research Aim

The purpose of this research is to understand the role of leadership in modern organizations,
what kind of characteristics does a modern leader need to have and to analyze how leaders are
influencing their employees. The study pinpoints how leaders impact employees’ motivation
and employees’ engagement in modern workplaces and to find out the relationship between
motivation and engagement with a leadership style.

1.5. Research Objectives
•

Identify the main characteristics of laissez faire leadership.

•

To analyze the impact of laissez faire leaders on employees’ motivation in modern
workplaces.

•

To analyze the impact of laissez faire leaders on employees’ engagement in modern
workplaces.

1.5.1. Sub-questions
•

What does it mean to be a leader?

•

What does it mean a modern workplace?

•

How a modern workplace is differing from a traditional workplace?

•

What is the correlation between employees’ motivation and employees’ engagement?

1.6. Research Questions
1. How does laissez faire impact employees’ motivation in a modern workplace?
2. How does laissez faire impact employees’ engagement in a modern workplace?
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1.7. Methodology

The study followed a qualitative approach, supported with questionnaires (open structure
questionnaires). The creation of the questionnaire was based on how the existing literature deals
with laissez faire knowledge in order to analyze a possible correlation between laissez faire
leadership, employees’ motivation, and employees’ engagement in a modern workplace. The
whole information was collected anonymously from seventeen leaders, working in modern
workplaces. The responses were collected by emails, phone calls and face-to face discussions,
to receive the consent to participate. In order to avoid response bias, the questionnaires were
translated to a language the participants can understand. The questions were kept short and
separated (no overlap). The method helped keeping the research structured by quantifying
attitudes, opinions, and behaviors. Furthermore, different research conclusions have been
integrated, to provide adequate discussion and to help readers understand better the different
variables. Overall, this methodology allowed obtaining and comparing quantitative, qualitive
and secondary data. The interpretation will be shown and can be understood as qualitative in
nature. The data obtained allowed building cause and effect relationship correspondingly to the
responses.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Leadership

Leadership differs in definition as a result of complexity and various contexts depending on
different organization types. Each leader has different character traits, views and beliefs. John
Adair defined leaders as the reflection of what leaders expect from their subordinates.
Leadership can succeed, if it considers the needs of the followers and the needs of the
individuals to their tasks (Adair, 2007). Additionally, a goal of a business will be achieved
through the influence of the leader (Northouse, 2007). Leadership exists within all forms of
companies. Different leaders work and think differently. There is no leadership without
followership and there is no leader that has no power to control and influence his employees. It
is important to understand how leadership improves the dynamics in the workplace. As
described by Simon Western, “leadership is a psychosocial influencing dynamic”. It means that
leaders impact their subordinates with the understanding of their ambivalence to leadership.
They can choose the way in which they want to lead and therefore, there are different types of
10

leadership styles; Transformational, Transactional, Autocratic, Democratic, Laissez faire,
Charismatic etc. (Western, 2019, p.23,52).

2.2. Workplace
According to Cambridge Dictionary, a workplace is “a building or room where people perform
their jobs” (Cambridge Dictionary, N.A). A workplace is known as the place in which managers
give their employees different tasks. It is an employment location, a place where employees are
doing their job (Heathfieldm, 2018). The traditional workplace is known as a rigid place where
employees followed cultural norms, working under manager’s direction and once in a while
receiving a performance review (Johnson, 2018).

2.2.1. Modern Workplace

In current days, work can be performed from different locations, in a variety of settings. It
contains different types of offices, manufacturing facilities, farms, factories and more. With the
proliferation of electronic communication, there are different possibilities for employees to
work. Home offices, telecommuting work arrangements, and employees who work
internationally can accurately call their work location a workplace (Heathfieldm, 2018). These
days, modern workplaces have a casual environment, work-life balance and different business
culture. The modern workplace offers employees to work remotely, communicate via
collaborative softwares, such as Google Docs and Skype. A modern workplace provides
employees more flexibility, collaboration and trust (Johnson, 2018).

2.3. Laissez Faire Leadership Style
Laissez faire comes from French and means “allow to act”. This style offers employees freedom
to work on their own tasks with minimum interferences. Employees are allowed to make
decisions, share ideas, advices and communicate on their own in order to have a successful
performance (Mindtools, N/A).
The laissez faire style was defined by Robbins as a leader style, which tries to step down
from the responsibility of making decisions (Robbins, 2007, p.475). Similarly, Luthans
described laissez faire as a leader style that avoids being part of the work unit (Luthans, 2005,
p.562). It is a place where the employees have to be expert enough and well-motivated in order
11

to let group members make decisions to deal with their tasks (Mondy and Premeaux, 1995.
p.347). Related to these explanations, Osborn defined this type of leader as someone who
“abdicates responsibilities and avoids decisions” (Osborn, Schermerhorn and Hunt, 2008,
p.25). The concept of laissez faire leadership style was defined analogous between all the
authors mentioned above and it shows the idea that directors, most of the time, do not have the
desire of interfering in the decision-making process. They usually show their employees that
they have the power and control of getting their decisions regarding their own tasks. It provides
subordinates the freedom to deal with their own duties and allows them to take responsibility
on the decisions they are making. The leaders normally provide the necessary materials and
they are involved in the work while answering significant questions, although, they avoid giving
feedback (Bartol and Martin, 1994, p.412).
Kelloway, Sicanathan, Francis and Barling (2005) claim that laissez faire leadership is a poor
style of leadership. It means that a leader in a workplace has low-quality interpersonal treatment
and it is a cause of role stress that may be supported by task-oriented leadership as an example.
However, they show how this style focuses on direct relationships with job satisfaction and
productivity. Kelloway et al. explain that Laissez faire enables efficiency and effectiveness
from the employees in a workplace, as well as from the leaders (Kelloway et al., 2005).
Skogstad, Einarsen, Torsheim, Schanke and Hetland (2007) try in their study to test the
assumption that laissez faire leadership behavior is not a type of zero-leadership, but the
behavior of those leaders show systematic correlation with workplace stressors, bullying at
work and psychological distress, that can impact employees’ engagement and their motivation.
The result of their research identifies that laissez faire leadership can be more often a
counterproductive style, rather than a zero type of leadership type. Their indicators found out
that a stressful environment in a working place is characterized by high level of interpersonal
conflicts and by role stress. They concluded that a laissez faire style is a positive kind of style
that provides effectiveness from all team members. This leadership style has high potential for
creating a successful working environment, however, it is important to take care and consider
the negative effects that may happen from this style, such as interpersonal conflicts, problems
between co-workers, high level of stress and aggressive bullying within the organization
(Skogstad et al., 2007).
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2.4. Employees’ Motivation
Motivation is traced from the Latin word “mover”, defined “to move”. It has an effect that starts
from psychological or physiological desire. It is part of something employees begin as a manner
of acting that is part of a plan to reach an objective or specific goal. It is what drives employees
and a way to push them toward certain incentives (Chaudhry and Javed, 2012).
Robbins (2007) defines motivation as “the processes that account for an individual’s
intensity, direction and persistence of effort toward attaining a goal” (Robbins, 2007, p.215).
Luthans (2005) describes it as the drives and wishes of employees that helps to drive motives
and incentives (Luthans, 2005, p. 229-230). Bartol and Martin (1994) explain motivation as the
power that gives energy to employees’ behavior, it provides the right direction to their behavior
and underlies the tendency to persist (Bartol and Martin, 1994, p.377).
Mondy and Premeaux (1995) argue that motivation within employees is something that
offers to put employees’ desires within the business objectives and goals. Leaders can always
develop and improve their understanding of what can motivate and energize their employees.
Different people have different needs and therefore, each employee sees motivation and what
drives him to be better in different ways (Mondy and Premeaux, 1995, p. 308).
Judge and Piccolo (2004) discuss in their research the relationship between contingent reward
and follower motivation. They found a positive relationship; however, they show that there is
a negative relationship between laissez faire leadership and follower motivation. Their study
was based on literature search, which was divided into moderator analysis and regression
analysis (Judge and Piccolo, 2004). Similarly, Webb (2003) has also found the significant and
negative relationship with motivation towards extra effort in a laissez faire leadership style
(Webb, 2003).
Barbuto (2005) received his research results after collecting data from 186 different
leaders. He started his study by understanding the relationship between leadership behaviors
and their employees. The results have shown that the laissez faire leadership style has a positive
and meaningful relationship with intrinsic and extrinsic motivation (Barbuto, 2005).
Webb’s study (2007) provides an insightful discussion about the question whether there
is a positive or negative correlation between employees and their motivation. Employees are
motivated toward extra effort when charismatic leaders have power and assertiveness. They are
energized, have personal conviction and self-confidence. A reward system is also a positive
way to motivate workers to achieve goals and desired results. Motivation within employees can
be achieved when leaders offer specific plans of rewards and create a workplace culture
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environment of affirmation, appreciation for employee’s capabilities and effective actions with
necessary considerations. The study found out that there is a negative correlation between
laissez faire behavior and motivation toward extra effort. Active intervention and no
intervention at all may have a big influence on the motivation of employees under a laissez faire
leader. The research suggests that leaders have to show personal courage, express confidence
and strengths in order to energize and motivate their workers (Webb, 2007).
2.5. Employees’ Engagement
The concept of employee engagement is addressed in almost all companies. It contains facts
such as employees’ satisfaction, happiness, the environment in which they work, their coworkers and the most important factors of how their performance is aligned with the company
objectives and outcome (Vaidyanathan and Maheshwari, 2016).
As discussed by Vaidyanathan and Maheshwari (2016), they provide the example of John
Gibbons (2006) that claims in his research “Employee Engagement – A Review of Current
Research and its Implications” the recognition of six key drivers that may impact employee
engagement. The six drivers are:

1) Trust and integrity
2) Nature of job
3) Connection in the vision between organization performance and employee performance
4) Opportunities to build career
5) Feeling the honor of working for the organization
6) Colleagues and team members
The conclusion from it is that employees’ engagement can be highly improved through
emotional connection, employees’ feelings and the impact of the environment at the
organization. Vaidyanathan and Maheshwari claim that commitment plays a key role in
employees’ engagement. The commitment refers to the responsibility employees may take in
their job and other tasks in the company. An engaged employee will do his job and his duties
for the organization outcome and goals, rather than just for being promoted or for receiving the
paycheck at the end of the month. A company has to take the liability and align its practices or
programs within the whole framework of the business, in order to receive the spoken
engagement from their workers (Vaidyanathan and Maheshwari, 2016).
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Yao, Shin Woan, Li and Mohd Hanafiah (2017) conducted their study about “The
relationship between leadership styles and employees’ engagement”. They claim that laissez
faire leaders only offer their workers occasionally the direction or advice they may need.
Usually, those leaders assume that their employees have all the skills needed to handle any
challenge or problem. Their study concluded that leadership styles generally have an influence
on employee engagement, but each leadership style will contribute to it differently. The laissez
faire style has positive and significant effects on employee engagement. They suggested that in
order to enhance employees’ engagement in an organization, trust, integrity, communication
and honesty are important. There is a need to manage and control employees, but in a balanced
manner (Yao, Shin Woan, Li and Mohd Hanafiah, 2017).
Van Eeden, Cilliers and Deventer (2008) also showed that laissez faire leaders usually
fail to lead their workers properly or to coordinate and manage them. They argue that employees
become apathetic and resentful towards the business and have less energy and motivation.
Those employees more often have low morale and they are not performing efficiently (low
productivity). Laissez faire leaders offer freedom to their employees, however, they have no
interest to bring their effort into the business objectives and to achieve goals (Van Eeden,
Cilliers and Deventer, 2008)
Employees’ engagement is related to employee satisfaction as described also by Ray
and Rizzacase (2012). They argue that there are several reasons behind employees and their
degree of satisfaction. Working conditions and career opportunities are part of it. Job
satisfaction is being explained by the enjoyment of employees at their workplace and how it
drives them to perform their tasks and duties. They discussed how difficult is to make all
employees happy and satisfied with their job, but they explained that this factor is important
while trying to figure out how much employees are engaged in their organization. They
conclude their paper by claiming that the more satisfied the employee is, the more committed,
productive and engaged he is to the business (Ray and Rizzacase, 2012).
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Table 1: Summary of the literature review:

Author

Title

Category

Adair, 2007

Definition of leadership

Leadership

Leadership can succeed, if it considers the needs of the
followers and the needs of the individuals to their tasks

Northouse, 2007

Leadership: Theory
and practice
Leadership: A critical
text

Leadership

A goal of a business will be achieved through the
influence of the leader
Leaders impact their subordinates with the understanding
of their ambivalence to leadership, there are different
leadership styles: Transformational, Transactional,
Autocratic, Democratic, Laissez faire, Charismatic etc.

Trends in the modern
workplace: Is your
business up with the
times?

Traditional
workplace

Western, 2019

Johnson, 2018

Leadership

Modern
workplaces
Robbins, 2007

Luthans, 2005

Mondy and
Premeaux, 1995

Osborn, 2008

Bartol and Martin,
1994

Organizational
Behavior

Organizational
Behavior

Management

Organizational
behavior: Leadership
Behaviors Associated
with Followers‟ Job
Satisfaction,
Motivation toward
extra effort, and
Presidential
Management

Laissez
Faire

Poor leadership

The traditional workplace is known as a rigid place where
employees followed cultural norms, working under
manager’s direction and once in a while receiving a
performance review.
A modern workplace provides employees more
flexibility, collaboration and trust, work can be
performed from different locations.
A leader style, which tries to step down from the
responsibility of making decisions.

Employees'
Motivation

"The processes that account for an individual’s intensity,
direction and persistence of effort toward attaining a
goal”.

Laissez
Faire
Employees'
Motivation

A leader style that avoids being part of the work unit.

Laissez
Faire
Employees'
Motivation
Laissez
Faire

Laissez
Faire
Employees'
Motivation

Kelloway et al., 2005

Findings

Laissez
Faire
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The drives and wishes of employees that helps to drive
motives and incentives.
The employees have to be expert enough and wellmotivated in order to let group members make decisions
to deal with their tasks.
Each employee sees motivation and what derives him
better in different way.
Leader type for those who “abdicates responsibilities and
avoids decisions”.

The leaders normally provide the necessary materials,
avoiding giving feedback, subordinates have the freedom
to deal with their own duties.
The power that gives energy to employees’ behavior, it
provides the right direction to their behavior and
underlies the tendency to persist
There is a direct relationship with job satisfaction and
productivity, laissez- faire style enables efficiently and
effectiveness, but it is a poor style of leader- low quality

Skogstad et al., 2007

The destructiveness of
laissez fair leadership
behavior

Judge and Piccolo,
2004

Transformational and
Transactional
Leadership: A MetaAnalytic Test of Their
Relative Validity
Presidents “Leadership
Behaviors Associated
with Followers‟ Job
Satisfaction,
Motivation toward
extra effort, and
Presidential
Motivation and
Transactional,
Charismatic, and
Transformational
Leadership: A Test of
Antecedents.
Motivation peak
performance in
Christian colleges and
universities: leadership
behaviors that
stimulate employee
motivation and
performance
Employee engagement:
a literature review

Webb, 2003

Barbuto, 2005

Webb, 2007

Vaidyanathan and
Maheshwari, 2016→
John Gibbons (2006)
Yao, Shin Woan, Li
and Mohd Hanafiah,
2017

Van Eeden, Cilliers
and Deventer, 2008

Ray and Rizzacase,
2012

The relationship
between leadership
styles and employees’
engagement: evidences
from construction
companies in Malaysia.
Leadership styles and
associated personality
traits: support for the
conceptualization of
transactional and
transformational
leadership.
Job satisfaction

Laissez
Faire

Counterproductive style, rather than a zero type of
leadership type. It is a positive kind of style that provides
effectiveness. If there is a stressful environment,
interpersonal conflicts may appear.

Employees'
Motivation

There is a negative relationship between laissez faire
leadership with follower motivation.

Employees'
Motivation

The significant and negative relationship with motivation
toward extra effort in a laissez faire leadership style.

Employees'
Motivation

Laissez fair leadership style has a positive and
meaningful relationship with intrinsic motivation and
with extrinsic motivation.

Employees'
Motivation

There is a negative correlation of laissez faire behavior
correlated with motivation toward extra effort. Active
intervention and no intervention at all may have a big
influence. Leaders have to show personal courage,
express confident and strengths.

Employees'
engagement

Six key derivers that might impact employees'
engagement. The engagement can be highly reached with
emotional connection.

Employees'
engagement

Laissez faire leaders offer just once in a while their
workers the direction or advice they may need. Laissez
faire style has positively and significantly effect on
employee engagement. Trust, integrity, communication
and honesty are important.

Employees'
engagement

Laissez faire leaders are usually failed to lead properly
their workers or to coordinate and manage them. It
contains low morale, less energy, motivation and
resentful towards the business.

Employees'
engagement

Several reasons behind employees and their satisfaction
degree. The more satisfied the employee is, the more
committed, productive and engaged him to the business.
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3. Laissez faire and variables: study hypothesis
The focus of this research is to find out if the following hypotheses can be proven:
H1-> Laissez Faire leadership style has a negative relationship with motivation in modern
workplaces.
H2-> The greater the employees’ motivation, the greater their engagement.
H3-> Laissez faire leadership style is negatively associated with employee engagement in
modern workplaces.

Figure 1: Study Hypothesis

4. Data collection and Analysis

4.1. Data collection procedure
The data was collected after the topic of the research was decided. The data was collected
according to the relevant matters the study is focused on as well as its effectiveness and
awareness of all the possible difficulties that may be encountered throughout the data collection
process. In a qualitative research, the data collection can be for example, open observations,
interviews and questionnaires. It means that the data collecting must be reliable, consistent, and
accurate. The information given by the correspondents must be analyzed and there is a need to
trust those responses. This study was conducted with the help of 17 leaders from modern
workplaces. The questions were made on a scale that provide an actual information about
relevancy and clarity to the questions. The data collection focused on the specific variables that
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were identified. A clear definition of the variables offered an exact understanding on the way
in which the data can be collected in a productive and effective way. The procedure which was
used to collect the data depended on the study as a deductive and heuristic approach, to find an
immediate result.

4.2. Data Analysis Technique
In order to achieve a beneficial perspective, the research used a content analysis as one of the
most common methods to analyze qualitative data. The approach aimed to use a narrative
analysis from the various sources. It emphasizes the use of stories and experiences shared by
leaders to answer different questions about the variables of the study. The analysis was made
in two ways since we are dealing with an open structure questionnaire. As for the control
variables, which contain age and number of employees’, raw data was used as it appears in the
questionnaire. In the process of analyzing the open questions, a common technique of coding
key words in order to express the answers in the best way was used. For the whole
questionnaires, see appendix 1, the different questions were analyzed according to the
questions’ type.
Questions number 1, 4, 5 and 9 were open questions that required generic coding in order
to deal with the wide variety of answers received from the interviewees. Based on the existing
literature some of the main characteristics of a leader are: Empathy, Communication,
Inspiration of others, Task prioritization, Integrity and Honesty (Hasan, 2017). For the whole
classification of the interviewees, see appendices 2 to 11.

5. Discussion and results

5.1. Discussion

The control variables show a variety of leaders (8 men and 9 women) in different ages, from
different workplaces in different industries;

Male
47%

Feamle
53%

Figure 2: Gender
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Figure 3: Industry

After analyzing the whole characteristics of the surveys and working according to the five
parameters that characterized the research, a word coding method was used in order to
categorize the parameters under these five groups (see appendix 2). As an example, an answer
of “self- organization” was classified according to the category of “task-prioritization”, an
answer of “good listener” was classified as “communication”. The first question asked, “What
is the most important characteristics of a leader?”. Within 17 leaders that answered the
questions, 12 leaders (70%) stated that being a good communicator, is a must quality.
Moreover, 11 leaders (65%) mentioned that a good leader has to inspire his employees and to
motivate them. The other three categories received equal results of 6 mentions (empathy, taskprioritization, integrity and honesty).
The second question was about the reasons for feedback and how often feedback needs
to be given. It can be said that the leaders have a wide view on the topic. Appendix 3 shows
that some leaders believe that feedback needs to be given either on a daily basis, on a weekly
basis or every 3 months (quarterly). More than 50% of the leaders mentioned that feedback is
an important tool to motivate employees, it helps improve personal achievements and
organizational outcomes. Feedback needs to be given differently to each employee, according
to the employee’s needs. Furthermore, the feedback has to be given depending the situation and
the projects. Appendix 4 shows the opinion of leaders regarding current projects and how often
a discussion needs to be made about them. 53% (9) of leaders think that a weekly meeting will
provide beneficial results.
20

The next question of the survey, question 4, tries to find out motivation factors of leaders
in modern workplaces. The open question leads to a diversity of answers; however, all the
leaders kept their answers with some similarities. Appendix 5 provides the view on the key
words that were used to understand what the factors that impact employees’ motivation in a
modern workplace are. The main factors mentioned are kind words, giving a personal example
and giving feedback. As was said by one of the leaders, 34 years old: “Provide feedback, give
some incentives…When the job is done well, say a good word”.
Question number 5 tries to find out engagement factors of leaders in modern
workplaces. Appendix 6 provides the main factors from the leaders’ point of view. A clear
answer is that involvement is key in engaging employees. A leader of two employees, 27 years
old said that “Positive work environment in the team is a main factor to engage employees. In
addition, by creating motivated employees, it is possible to create the needed commitment”.
Managers believe that an employee will engage in the organization, while creating a
motivational environment, which can be achieved through value creation, social activities,
feedback culture and the possibility to share their ideas. Additionally, the connection between
engagement to laissez faire leadership can be seen, although it was not mentioned in the
question.
Question number 6 offers the understanding of the relationship between motivation and
engagement. The leaders provided four different possibilities:
Option 1: Motivation leads to engagement and engagement leads to motivation.
M

E

Option 2: Motivation leads to engagement
M

E

Option 3: Motivation and engagement are closely related but derived from other factors.
Y
M

E

M

E

Option 4: No relationship
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Appendix 7 shows how leaders think differently. 41% of the leaders claimed that there is a
correlation between motivation and engagement. They claim that motivation leads to
engagement and engagement leads to motivation (1). 29% said that the relationship in just from
one side (2). Means that just motivation would bring engagement. 24% of the leaders stated just
a third factor, such as purpose or autonomy, would engage and motivate employees (3). One
leader argued that there is no strong relationship between motivation and engagement (4):
“…they will not necessarily go together. Motivated workers will not always engage at the
workplaces…”.

MOTIVATION AND ENGAGEMENT
RELATIONSHIP
4
3

1

2

Figure 4: Motivation and Engagement Relationship

Question 7 of the questionnaire tried to explain the idea behind giving employees the
freedom to make decisions and act by their own. The question if freedom will motivate
employees and will impact their engagement to the organization was being defined by the
leaders. Appendix 8 shows the answers of the leaders. 10 leaders (59%) stated that employees
will be motivated while having their freedom. Besides, it will affect their engagement to the
business. Just one leader mentioned that having the freedom to make decisions without any
guidance can lead to frustration and therefore, it is not a good way of leading. Finally, 35% (6
leaders) could not give a direct answer to the question. The reason is that they argue that
freedom shows trust in the employee and that is what builds engagement, however, if an
employee does not have the skill or knowledge to deal with his tasks, it will cause de-motivation
and de-engagement. On the other hand, an employee will increase his motivation and
engagement to the organization if he has the necessary skills for dealing with challenges and a
variety of tasks.
In order to understand what leaders, think about the degree in which guidance needs be
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given to achieve goals and deal with tasks, Question 8 asked the leaders if they think that giving
guidance will motivate employees and if they think it is an efficient way of leading. 59% of the
leaders (10 leaders) said that they think that guidance is necessary and efficient in order to
achieve goals. 5 leaders also mentioned that it has a significant influence on employees’
motivation. They connected the guidance given, to the degree in which employees will be
motivated and engaged. A 35-year-old leader stated: “If leaders or managers don’t give
guidance on how to reach goals, then employees may feel demotivated and have a feeling of
job insecurity…”. In contrast, 12% of the leaders (2) mentioned that not giving guidance is a
good way of leading. The reason is that employees need to be challenged and learn from their
mistakes. Guidance needs to be balanced and the opportunity to ask questions needs to stay
open. A leader, 34 years old, said: “[A leader] needs to be careful with criticism, it is an efficient
way of leading”. 29% of the leaders (5) discussed the question without giving a clear
perspective. Those leaders agreed that there are two sides to the coin, one positive and efficient
and one negative and inefficient. There is a question of the tools an employee has and the skills
he has to deal with different topics.

1
12%

3
29%

2
59%

Figure 5: Guidance, motivation and efficiency

Question 9 of the questionnaire asked the leaders about the main disadvantages of giving
employees the freedom to make decisions, regarding their motivation and engagement. It can
be said clearly that leaders believe that employees with full freedom will lose their motivation,
will be overwhelmed and may take this freedom to their own interest. A 30-year-old leader
said: “…you think your employee wants X amount of freedom but is actually overwhelmed and
becomes demotivated or less engaged”. The leaders mentioned that outcomes might go wrong,
the employees will lose their direction, will be frustrated and will “abuse the power of making
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decisions for his benefit” (Appendix 1, questionnaire 5). Appendix 10 provides the main
disadvantages mentioned by each leader.
The question “Do you see a correlation between leadership style, motivation and
engagement of employees?” has given an obvious result. Appendix 11 provides the leaders
answers. 94% of the leaders stated that there is a significant and absolute correlation between
the three variables. As was mentioned by a 28-year-old leader “The better the fit, the higher the
motivation and thus the engagement”. Another leader, 33 years old, stated “Sure. I think there
is a clear correlation between leadership style and motivation and engagement”. An employee
35 years old claimed “There are many forms of leadership but when a leader is supportive of
the team, charismatic, motivating, competent and respectful, he/she can motivate employees
and increase employees’ engagement”. Furthermore, the one leader that claimed that there is
no correlation between the variables, specified his answer by saying that if the company culture
matches the employee personality, his motivation and engagement may increase. Figure 3
shows the distribution.

No

Yes

Figure 6: Correlation of Leadership style, motivation and Engagement

5.2. Results

We use a set of control variables: industry, number of employees, gender and age. However,
real statistical data analysis should be performed, and various models should be tested in order
to make a conclusion upon whether those control variables should be used or not. Control
variables were used since they are interfering with measuring the pure effect of different leaders
in different industries.

An effort was made to completely isolate the influence of the

independent variables, without "background noise" of other variables, on the dependent
variable. In order to keep a holistic approach and find out the relationship between the control
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variables and the dependent variables, a significant statistically test was made, using JMP. The
results cannot support the hypothesis for the research conclusion as no statistically significant
relationship was found (Appendix 12). One of the reasons for not finding a significant
relationship is the sample size limitation. Another limitation is that the questionnaire was built
in an open structure. Therefore, all answers were giving by content without numbers, scales or
any other quantitively approach. Most of the people interviewed were between 26 and 35 years
old (see figure 7), while the average age of managers in the industry is most likely higher. This
shows a selection bias due to relying on personal contacts for the qualitative interviews.
Therefore, in order to show a statistically significant relationship a larger sample size,
representative sample of the population and a dedicated quantitative questionnaire should be
used.

Figure 7: Age group
5.2.1. Hypothesis 1
Laissez Faire leadership style has a negative relationship with employees’ motivation in
modern workplaces

Based on the findings, leaders have different characteristics and opinions. As can be found in
the questionnaires (Appendix 1), the leaders who work in different industries but in modern day offices, see that a leader has different characteristics. Laissez faire is associated negatively
with employees’ motivation. Leaders believe that a project or a task needs to be discussed often
(daily / weekly / bi-weekly). It indicates that the minimum interferences of a laissez faire leader,
cannot meet the view of those leaders. The leaders see that feedback and deadlines will motivate
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the employees by having a clear guidance of how to deal with the specific task. Most of the
leaders believe that a leader needs to see his/her employees by understanding their needs.
Therefore, a degree of freedom needs to be given but with clear boundaries. It negatively affects
employees if they do not have the knowledge or the skills to take decisions and prioritize their
tasks. Employees are being motivated by the business benefits, by good environment, and
workwise by having a skillful manager provides them guidance, feedback and besides, some
freedom.

5.2.2. Hypothesis 2
The greater the employees’ motivation, the greater their engagement
Based on the findings, it can be said that most of the leaders in today’s modern workplaces see
a strong correlation between employees’ motivation and employees’ engagement. Leaders from
different industries have shown that the greater the motivation, the greater their engagement to
the business. Some of the leaders have described the relationship as motivation is one of the
most important keys to engage your employees to the organization. 70% of the leaders have
mentioned that motivation has a direct impact on the employees’ engagement and therefore, the
greater the employees’ motivation, the greater their engagement.

5.2.3. Hypothesis 3
Laissez faire leadership style is negatively associated with employees’ engagement in
modern workplaces

A leadership style is connected to the way in which an employee is engaged to his organization.
As can be seen in Appendix 1, leaders in modern workplaces consider engagement of
employees, when the leader sees the employees, care about their feelings, wishes and goals.
Employees are being engaged while they are involved in the business processes. They want to
get feedback on their work, have the chance to share ideas, and align with the business values.
Accordingly, laissez faire leadership style is associated negatively with the engagement of
employees in modern-day offices. The leader is the one to motivate employees, what will
contribute to his engagement to the business. The relationship between motivation and
engagement of employees is meaningful and positive. The freedom to make decisions, not to
give a clear guidance of how to deal with tasks and not to involve the employees with other
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aspects of the company may reduce employees’ engagement. Employees will not be committed
to the organization and their loyalty may decrease. Good leadership is based on good
communication, listening skills and empathy. If those are not part of the routine workdays, the
engagement will be lower.

5.3.Revisiting the Research Objectives and Questions

In the last years, many new businesses have started their way. The new era of modern
workplaces has brought a new management style that has to adapt organizations to a different
style of leading. Such a style is needed because of internationalization and employees who need
to work remotely (Hussain and Hassan, 2016). Leadership plays a key role in the success or
failure of organizations. It has to do with the way in which a leader motivates his employees,
which also reflects on the employees’ engagement (Bennis, 2007). The laissez faire leadership
style follow steps down from the responsibility of making decisions. The leader interferes
minimally. He gives the freedom to the employees to develop their own ideas and achieve
outcomes (Robbins, 2007, p.475). Furthermore, the influence of laissez faire on employees’
motivation can be positive or negative. For instance, if an employee has sufficient skills and
knowledge to deal with his tasks, he might be motivated to do his job and therefore, will be
engaged to the business (Yao, Shin Woan, Li and Mohd Hanafiah, 2017). On the other hand,
an employee who does not have the necessary skills to deal with an assignment, will be
frustrated, unmotivated and will not engaged to his organization. There is a clear evidence that
the leadership style, such as laissez faire has a significant impact on employees’ motivation and
employees’ engagement. As mentioned by Webb in 2003, there is a significant and negative
relationship with motivation towards extra effort in a laissez faire leadership style (Webb,
2003).

5.4. Conclusion and Practical Implications

The aforementioned key findings in this research can be implemented as practices of leadership
in modern workplaces. Furthermore, the findings in this thesis can help further the research on
how leading employees with a laissez faire style can negatively affect the motivation of
employees and their engagement to the business. Leading plays an important role in
management that occupies a key position to achieve business purpose. In order to succeed,
leaders must have the ability to hold an effective power, influence their people and have a clear
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idea of the goals or objectives they want to achieve (Stogdill, 1950). A leader needs to build a
good relationship with their subordinates. A good relationship will be built with the leader’s
skills and his understanding on how to deal with each of his employees. Each employee requires
a different way of guidance. Therefore, a leader must find the way to build his style considering
his employees. This is the key to motivate them and engage them to achieve the organization’s
goals (Bennis, 2009 and Western, 2019). When dealing with leadership styles in modern
workplaces, the leader must know his strategy, learn about his employees’ skills and
knowledge, and adapt himself to lead them in a way in which will provide the best performance
(which involves their motivation and engagement).

5.5. Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research

As many other studies, the research came across few limitations that need to be considered in
the conclusion of the study. Sample size of the study; the number of units analyzed in the
research is not large enough to see a quantitively significant relationship from the data.
Additionally, it cannot ensure a representative distribution of managers and representative of
laissez faire leaderships in a modern workplace to whom results will be generalized or
transferred. Another limitation is that the research provides just one side of the frame.
Furthermore, the study encountered a limitation of the way in which leaders responded the
questions. The questionnaires were spread via email. The responders answer the questions by
their own, not face-to-face, and therefore could not be guided to provide deeper insights.
The study focuses on the leadership side and does not give the side of the employees.
The questionnaires were distributed between different leaders’ positions which influenced the
study’s results. A future research can investigate both sides (managers and employees), in order
to receive an understanding of the whole frame in a modern workplace and to see the
relationship of what can influence employees’ motivation and employees’ engagement.
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7. Appendices
Appendix 1
Thesis questionnaire: “Leadership styles in a modern workplace”

Work Place: AQUA Security
Industry: Security
Number of Employees under me: 3
Age :27 Gender: Female

1. What are the most important characteristics of a leader?
Understanding his workers- their motivations and needs, Task prioritization.

2. Why do you think a leader needs to give feedback to his employees? How often should the feedback
be given?
The feedback should be on a daily basis- whenever there is a good or a challenging situation, the
feedback should be at the same moment (a bigger impact). Moreover, there should be a yearly
evaluation.

3. How often do you think a leader needs to discuss current projects with his employees? (daily, weekly,
monthly…)
The projects should be discussed weekly.

4. How do you think leaders can influence their employees’ motivation?
The leader should understand and see what’s important to each employee, and act in the way that will
lead to the best outcome to each employee separately. It can be with kind words, specific tasks that
empower them..

5. How do you think leaders can influence their employees’ engagement to the organization?
Once the workers feel that the manger sees them and care about their feelings, struggles and wishes,
the employees will engage more with the organization, the manager and the co-workers.

6. How would you describe the relationship between motivation and engagement of employees in
modern workplaces?
I believe that motivation is a key characteristic to engage in an organization, and vis versa – in order to
fell motivated, the worker must feel engaged and a part of the organization – sense of belonging.
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7. Do you think that giving an employee the freedom to make decisions and act by his own, will motivate
him? How will it impact his/her engagement to the organization? Please explain.
I think an employee should be given the freedom- within boundaries. This will give him a sense of
capability and will empower him to feel that he is trusted. Once an employee will feel that he is
important, he will feel more obligated to the organization.

8. Do you think that not giving your employees guidance on how to reach goals or deal with tasks will
motivate them? Do you think it is an efficient way of leading? Please explain.
I believe that the manger should lead and give guidelines to the employees on how to reach their goals,
but to leave a certain amount of obscurity in order to lead the employee and let him understand the
answer by himself.

9. What are some of the disadvantages of giving an employee the freedom to make decisions, especially
regarding motivation and engagement?
The freedom to make your own choices and decision, might cause chaos within the employees, and
lack of knowledge to prioritize their assignments. This might cause them to feel inefficient and
frustrated.

10. Do you see a correlation between leadership style, motivation and engagement of employees? if yes,
please explain how. If no, please explain why.
Absolutely! The leadership style which is more macro-management and let the workers do the work in
their own way will help them feel empower and seen in the team, which will help their sense of
belonging and engagement.

Thank you for your participation!
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Thesis questionnaire: “Leadership styles in a modern workplace”

Work Place: __Foodora___
Industry: __Food Delivery
Number of Employees under me: ___4__
Age :_30 Gender: female

1. What are the most important characteristics of a leader?
Very good communicator & listener, motivational, empathic.

2. Why do you think a leader needs to give feedback to his employees? How often should the feedback
be given?
Long-term development is only possible with continuous feedback, helpful feedback affords an indepth understanding and analysis of the employee, his work, his motivation, problems etc. à
necessary for good leadership to have in-depth knowledge and understanding about your team
members.
Frequency of feedback strongly dependent on current situation and on employee (age, quality of work,
motivated or not etc.): between once a week (very junior team members, who struggle with their tasks
or their motivation) and once a month (more senior employees who feel quite secure in their role)

3. How often do you think a leader needs to discuss current projects with his employees? (daily, weekly,
monthly…)
Again: strongly dependent on extent, complexity, status, timing, project members etc. of project – not
possible to give one answer, however, daily might not be necessary for most of the projects. I would
lean towards once a week a short discussion, once a month in-depth discussion.

4. How do you think leaders can influence their employees’ motivation?
Clear & transparent communication, explanation of objectives, being motivated myself (I would say,
it’s impossible to motivate my team, if my team would realize that I am not motivated!)

5. How do you think leaders can influence their employees’ engagement to the organization?
Involve them in bigger picture (explanations about organization objectives, strategies – not too
complex, but in an easily understandable way), explain what impact their work has, try to combine
organizational mission & values with team mission & values à we all work towards the same
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6. How would you describe the relationship between motivation and engagement of employees in
modern workplaces?
Motivation conditions engagement and the other way around as well. Important to recognize if it’s
easier to trigger engagement of an employee and motivate him through this engagement or if it’s easier
to motivate employee with tasks/objectives/success etc. and trigger further engagement within
organization (happy with work and daily tasks à employee feels more connected to organization and
therefore, happily engages as well)

7. Do you think that giving an employee the freedom to make decisions and act by his own, will motivate
him? How will it impact his/her engagement to the organization? Please explain.
Heavily depends on employee type. Some are highly motivated by own decision making, selforganization etc. others are completely overwhelmed by too much freedom. Accordingly, I think it
will impact engagement.

8. Do you think that not giving your employees guidance on how to reach goals or deal with tasks will
motivate them? Do you think it is an efficient way of leading? Please explain.
I think it’s essential to give clear goals and guidance. The difficult task as a leader is to estimate how
much guidance each individual needs and how detailed for example explanations have to be. So it’s
not a question of whether to give guidance or not, but rather to what extent each individual needs
guidance/explanations etc.// no guidance at all would not be leadership in my opinion. Even though,
one can experiment with the extent of guidance, to see how it will impact different team members. It
might help in their development/growth.

9. What are some of the disadvantages of giving an employee the freedom to make decisions, especially
regarding motivation and engagement?
I wouldn’t call it disadvantages as much as I would call it risks: e.g. you think your employee wants x
amount of freedom but is actually overwhelmed and becomes demotivated or less engaged; difficulty
to decide on level of trust vs. level of control.

10. Do you see a correlation between leadership style, motivation and engagement of employees? if yes,
please explain how. If no, please explain why.
Definitely, a good leader is able to adapt his style to his team in order to reach everyone and accepting
the different characters within a team. A leadership style based on good communication and listening
skills and empathy will enable a harmonic work environment, I think and therefore, lead to motivation
and engagement. Also, important to note: sometimes there are employees that are simply not
motivated, no matter what you do as a leader and it think, it is very important to recognize this early in
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the game to protect the motivation of the other team members, as this might become a strong
demotivator as well.

Thank you for your participation!
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Thesis questionnaire: “Leadership styles in a modern workplace”

Work Place: Law Firm
Industry: Law
Number of Employees under me: 7
Age:35 Gender: Male

1. What are the most important characteristics of a leader?

Ability to delegate, Communication, Sense of humor, Confidence, Positive attitude.
2. Why do you think a leader needs to give feedback to his employees? How often should the feedback
be given?

A feedback, whether a good or a bad one, is an essential tool which can help an employee
grow and learn from mistakes, but also bring back motivation which is very often declines. It
is necessary to have a conversation like this every few months.
3. How often do you think a leader needs to discuss current projects with his employees? (daily, weekly,
monthly…)

I think it is important to share ongoing project pretty often. About twice a month and in case
of a fast going project, even more.
4. Howdo you think leaders can influence their employees’ motivation?

As cliché as it sounds, motivation for me starts with a good word, a compliment, a personal
question of interest and showing that I care about my emplyee as a person, prior to being an
employee. I'm positive that once one works at a place when he is not considered just a
"number"' it will make him be more faithfull to a work place and will keep the motivation on
a high level.
5. How do you think leaders can influence their employees’ engagement to the organization?

By letting them be a part of the office and not just coming to work to complete tasks, allowing
them to bring ideas for improvement or even giving them the opportunity to have constructive
criticism. Once an employee feels he has a voice, it will keep the bond between the
organization higher.
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6. How would you describe the relationship between motivation and engagement of employees in
modern workplaces?

When an employee is motivated for whatever reasons, he has the willingness to be
appreciated, whether by a good word or a raise. For that reason he will strive to be as loyal
and useful to an organization. It is even more important nowadays when employees don't stay
long years in one workplace.
7. Do you think that giving an employee the freedom to make decisions and act by his own, will motivate
him? How will it impact his/her engagement to the organization? Please explain.

There is a direct connection between the two. I believe that giving an employee the option to
act on his own will make him twice as responsible as before, but also more open minded and
the need to check, do research, ask questions. Coming to work knowing you are "your own
master" will increase the willingness to stay in such an organization.
8. Do you think that not giving your employees guidance on how to reach goals or deal with tasks will
motivate them? Do you think it is an efficient way of leading? Please explain.

I think that by not provide employees with guidance, you will get frustrated people and lack
of motivation, as there will be no basic form to act by. It is important to act differently, as
every employee is unique, but I believe an organization needs to have basic guidelines for the
employees to follow.
9. What are some of the disadvantages of giving an employee the freedom to make decisions, especially
regarding motivation and engagement?

An employee might perform a task without having anyone supervising him, and lead to a bad
outcome. As a result it might very likely be that the supervisors, at that point, will say
something in this regards. That will decrease the motivation to stay at a place for the long run.
10. Do you see a correlationbetween leadership style, motivation and engagement of employees? if yes,
please explain how. If no, please explain why.

Absolutely. A leader who aspires others and gives a good example will create a motivated
team with the urge to prove themselves, to develop, to learn and stay there for a long time.

Thank you for your participation!
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Thesis questionnaire: “Leadership styles in a modern workplace”

Work Place: Bank
Industry: Finance
Number of Employees under me: 3
Age : 59

Gender: Female

1. What are the most important characteristics of a leader?
Professional, listening, open mind and hard worker.

2. Why do you think a leader needs to give feedback to his employees? How often should the feedback
be given?
On my opinion evaluation pushes for better results. I think it has to be on irregular occasion or
purpose.

3. How often do you think a leader needs to discuss current projects with his employees? (daily, weekly,
monthly…)
It depends on the goal.

4. How do you think leaders can influence their employees’ motivation?
It has to be by personal example.

5. How do you think leaders can influence their employees’ engagement to the organization?
Report to superior and get evaluation to the employee directly.

6. How would you describe the relationship between motivation and engagement of employees in
modern workplaces?
Engagement make motivation and the opposite

7. Do you think that giving an employee the freedom to make decisions and act by his own, will motivate
him? How will it impact his/her engagement to the organization? Please explain.
I believe in independence but with specific instructions and remote control with feedback on
execution, which will help engaging the employee, but you must adapt management style to every
worker- not every worker will succeed on this way.
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8. Do you think that not giving your employees guidance on how to reach goals or deal with tasks will
motivate them? Do you think it is an efficient way of leading? Please explain.
I don’t believe that anybody can’t work without orders, but manager have to listen to new ideas from
his employees.

9. What are some of the disadvantages of giving an employee the freedom to make decisions, especially
regarding motivation and engagement?
The disadvantages can be inefficient, waste of time because he might prioritize differently for his own
benefit.

10. Do you see a correlation between leadership style, motivation and engagement of employees? if yes,
please explain how. If no, please explain why.
A Good manager always gives good example for his employees by his engagement to the
organization.

Thank you for your participation!
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Thesis questionnaire: “Leadership styles in a modern workplace”

Work Place: eKomi
Industry: Technology
Number of Employees under me: _3
Age: 33 Gender: female

1. What are the most important characteristics of a leader?

Patience, acceptance, vision, tolerance and ambition.
2. Why do you think a leader needs to give feedback to his employees? How often should the feedback
be given?

I think a feedback is very important and needs to be given regularly since that way workers
can learns from their mistakes / good doing. feedback helps to understand what is the
behavior that's required and accepted in the company. I think every 1-3 months giving a
feedback is great.
3. How often do you think a leader needs to discuss current projects with his employees? (daily, weekly,
monthly…)

I think it depends how many current open projects there are at the moment, but in general I
believe weekly should be sufficient.
4. How do you think leaders can influence their employees’ motivation?

by using bonuses, with fun activities in the company like yoga lessons, language classes, trips,
vacations, workshops. even simple things like breakfast etc.
5. How do you think leaders can influence their employees’ engagement to the organization?

Once again, little treats usually works wonders. reward them for participation and engaging.
fun days, fun activities, competition with prices. all of these can work great.
6. How would you describe the relationship between motivation and engagement of employees in
modern workplaces?

I think there's a connection between the two, but they will not necessarily always go together.
motivated worker will not always engage at the work places, since maybe it doesn't suit his
character, or maybe he is too busy and has already too many responsibilities.
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7. Do you think that giving an employee the freedom to make decisions and act by his own, will motivate
him? How will it impact his/her engagement to the organization? Please explain.

Yes I think it might certainly motivate him, but if he is insecure it might also hurt him. I think
it's important to reflect employees we trust them and we give them freedom but we also
backing them up and make it transparent we are always there for them, for any question or
help.
8. Do you think that not giving your employees guidance on how to reach goals or deal with tasks will
motivate them? Do you think it is an efficient way of leading? Please explain.

I think it's important to always guide your employees as a team leader, support them and be
there for them with every difficulty or inquiry. I think it will motivate them and will help
them be better workers.
9. What are some of the disadvantages of giving an employee the freedom to make decisions, especially
regarding motivation and engagement?

He can make mistakes, he can abuse the power of making decisions for his benefit, and it can
impact his motivation and engagement. for example if the worker can decide when to work
from home and when not, it might affect his motivation to work harder and to push more.
10. Do you see a correlation between leadership style, motivation and engagement of employees? if yes,
please explain how. If no, please explain why.

Usually yes. motivated workers will most likely engage more and will be better and more
productive team leaders. it will push them to try more and give more from themselves, which
will affect their performances.

Thank you for your participation!
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Thesis questionnaire: “Leadership styles in a modern workplace”

Work Place: _Delivery Hero Germany
Industry: Food Delivery
Number of Employees under me: 7
Age :__33____ Gender: _female__

1. What are the most important characteristics of a leader?
Empathy, needs to be organized, soft skills, hard skills, deliver solutions, needs to treat every
employee in a fair way.

2. Why do you think a leader needs to give feedback to his employees? How often should the feedback
be given?
The feedback should be given every 6 months or whenever a situation occurs where the employee
does not bring the performance which was expected. It is important to give feedback, because
Sometimes an employee does not know when he is doing a mistake or he does not do it in purpose.
The feedback is also helpful for the manager, to see if the employee has personal problems if he is not
performing well.

3. How often do you think a leader needs to discuss current projects with his employees? (daily, weekly,
monthly…)
It depends on the time frame which is given and goals which are agreed with the employee._

4. How do you think leaders can influence their employees’ motivation?
Money, bonus, benefits, leaving earlier, team event, giving a special task or responsibility to make the
employee feel important, trainings.

5. How do you think leaders can influence their employees’ engagement to the organization?
They can explain why certain things have to be done in a certain way. Explaining the background of
several rules.

6. How would you describe the relationship between motivation and engagement of employees in
modern workplaces?
Giving motivation lies on the management, engagement lies on the goal which was agreed with the
employee before.
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7. Do you think that giving an employee the freedom to make decisions and act by his own, will motivate
him? How will it impact his/her engagement to the organization? Please explain.
It depends on the character of the employee. Some employees like to have more freedom, some people
who are less self confident would get stressed if the manager expects the employee to make decisions.

8. Do you think that not giving your employees guidance on how to reach goals or deal with tasks will
motivate them? Do you think it is an efficient way of leading? Please explain.
Every employee needs to have a proper training and guidelines how to reach the goal. It is frustrating
if the employee has to find out the guidance on his own. The risk is that the employee will do mistakes
if he has no clear guidelines

9. What are some of the disadvantages of giving an employee the freedom to make decisions, especially
regarding motivation and engagement?
There is a risk, that the an employee can make the wrong decision or could behave in a wrong way.
Once freedom is given to an employee it is more difficult to take it away.

10. Do you see a correlation between leadership style, motivation and engagement of employees? if yes,
please explain how. If no, please explain why.
Yes definitely there is a correlation between all components.
If the manager does not give positive feedback to the employee, and only negative feedback the
employee will loose motivation to do his job in a proper way. If the manager is not behaving as a good
example, the employee will not respect him anymore.
For example when an employee comes late to work and the manager does the same very often, he will
loose respect. If the manager has good soft skills and sees the potential of an employee he will be able
to motivate employees.

Thank you for your participation!
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Thesis questionnaire: “Leadership styles in a modern workplace”

Work Place: Delivery Hero Germany
Industry: Food delivery
Number of Employees under me: 23
Age :28 Gender: female

1. What are the most important characteristics of a leader?
For me, a leader needs to have the following personality traits:
-

Listening skills

-

Ability to bring inspiration and motivation

-

Management skills (in terms of organizational and structural way of working)

-

Ability to take and justify decisions

-

Be visionary and promote the strategic direction

2. Why do you think a leader needs to give feedback to his employees? How often should the feedback
be given?
-

Feedback should be given quarterly, but not more often as an employee needs to have time to
develop/ improve in the meantime

-

Feedback is important to give employees the opportunity to live up to the managers
expectations and to make a decent job, but also to develop, to grow personally and
professionally and also to improve on weaknesses and strengthens strengths

3. How often do you think a leader needs to discuss current projects with his employees? (daily, weekly,
monthly…)
This depends highly on the nature of the project and of the responsibilities of the employee
Can range from daily to weekly

4. How do you think leaders can influence their employees’ motivation?
-

I think the sentence “employees don’t leave a company, but their boss” has a lot of truths

-

As a manager we are heavily contributing to an employees’ motivation as we partly decide on
the jobs the person is working on, the challenges we offer, the way we react to criticism and
also how well we manage the entire team

-

Nonetheless, if you are not the CEO, there are also a few things you as a manager cannot
influence as corporate cultural fit, corporate policies and strategies which also contribute to an
employee’s motivation
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5. How do you think leaders can influence their employees’ engagement to the organization?
-

I believe that a manager’s behavior is mirrored by his employees, therefore, a manager can
influence the engagement by being committed, integer and engaged himself

6. How would you describe the relationship between motivation and engagement of employees in
modern workplaces?
-

I think it’s directly linked and positively correlated

-

Whereas motivation highly influences engagement, engagement also has to be rewarded and
acknowledged to further boost motivation

7. Do you think that giving an employee the freedom to make decisions and act by his own, will motivate
him? How will it impact his/her engagement to the organization? Please explain.
-

In my opinion, this highly depends on the individual himself. Some people are motivated by
having all freedom they want, others rather feel threatened and insecure as they prefer
concrete guidelines, rules and orders. Again, the employee’s engagement can be excellent in
both cases. The chosen leadership style should also be picked based on the expected outcome.
Not all projects will be well executed with freedom, others will though.

-

Therefore, the motivation of each employee also depends on his preferred way of working
plus also the surrounding. The surrounding needs to favor the chosen leadership style to make
the approach work.

8. Do you think that not giving your employees guidance on how to reach goals or deal with tasks will
motivate them? Do you think it is an efficient way of leading? Please explain.
-

Again, it depends on the employee and the task. In this respect, if chosen in the wrong setting,
it can be highly inefficient. But even for persons, that like loose instructions will most
probably take more time but also come up with better results, which makes it not inefficient
then.

9. What are some of the disadvantages of giving an employee the freedom to make decisions, especially
regarding motivation and engagement?
-

You loose control, do not necessarily foresee wrong/ undesired outcome

-

Employees might take advantage of your trust

-

Employees not knowing the bigger picture, might not go into the right direction
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10. Do you see a correlation between leadership style, motivation and engagement of employees? if yes,
please explain how. If no, please explain why.
-

Yes I do, as the leadership style has to match the manager plus also the employee to have the
right effect on motivation and engagement. The better the fit, the higher the motivation and
thus the engagement.

-

Nonetheless, as stated before, I believe that you cannot generalize on this and its very
dependent on both individuals, the company and the tasks.

Thank you for your participation!
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Thesis questionnaire: “Leadership styles in a modern workplace”

Work Place: INTSITE (Small Israeli startup)
Industry: Construction
Number of Employees under me: 7
Age: 33 Gender: Male

1. What are the most important characteristics of a leader?
Great communication skills, personal example, good hearted, honesty.

2. Why do you think a leader needs to give feedback to his employees? How often should the feedback
be given?
A feedback (both positive and negative) should be given to the employee so the former will
understand if he/she meets the expectations, and so the manager will be satisfied with the employee
outputs. A manager cannot expect his employee to improve himself without giving him / her a
feedback. Both positive and negative feedback should be given when needed, and not periodically
(let’s say end of each cylindrical year). I give feedback (one on one) at the end of large SoW, and
“elevator” feedback when possible. Moreover, both feedbacks should be very concise. Instead of
saying “great job” - let the employee understand what was “good” about it so he/she will be able to
repeat it.

3. How often do you think a leader needs to discuss current projects with his employees? (daily, weekly,
monthly…)
We have “dailies” - 5 minutes catch up talk on a (surprisingly) daily basis – agile method. We also
have an update talk once in two weeks.

4. How do you think leaders can influence their employees’ motivation?
Understand the real needs of their employee and work towered fulfilling it each and every day.

5. How do you think leaders can influence their employees’ engagement to the organization?
People are not engage to the organization, they engage with people. Therefore, you should be, as a
manager, loyal, open, honest, kind etc’ with your employee.

6. How would you describe the relationship between motivation and engagement of employees in
modern workplaces?
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Direct correlation. They won’t be fully engaged unless they are motivated. Visa versa.
7. Do you think that giving an employee the freedom to make decisions and act by his own, will motivate
him? How will it impact his/her engagement to the organization? Please explain.
It depends on the employee him/herself. Where one’s need is freedom to act independently, some need
more guidance. You, as a manager, should identify, or ask your employees what their needs are and
how they will perform the best, and aligned it with the company / department/ team goals / milestones
/ work plan.

8. Do you think that not giving your employees guidance on how to reach goals or deal with tasks will
motivate them? Do you think it is an efficient way of leading? Please explain.
NO. Leading is about empowering people. Where only few need to struggle with everything by
themselves, I think when you teach your employees new methods and work style, you are giving them
(and to the company) more tools.

9. What are some of the disadvantages of giving an employee the freedom to make decisions, especially
regarding motivation and engagement?
If it’s a crucial decision – it might be wrong as there is the big picture which the employee is not
entirely / fully understand. Regarding motivation/engagement I cannot see disadvantages.

10. Do you see a correlation between leadership style, motivation and engagement of employees? if yes,
please explain how. If no, please explain why.
Sure. I think that there is a clear correlation between leadership style and motivation and engagement.
When one’s uses his “power”/” Hierarchic order”, or just being the “boss” - his/her employee will do
their tasks not because they believe it is the right way, but just because someone told them so. If a
manager will lead with his charisma, personal-example, people will do.

Thank you for your participation!
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Thesis questionnaire: “Leadership styles in a modern workplace”

Work Place: SteadWay GmbH
Industry: Construction
Number of Employees under me: 8
Age :35 Gender: Female

1. What are the most important characteristics of a leader?

Communication, honesty, ability to inspire, integrity, confidence, ability to make decisions,
delegation, approachable, commitment, leadership

2. Why do you think a leader needs to give feedback to his employees? How often should the
feedback be given?
A leader needs to give feedback because employees because it is essential to improving
performance, maintaining employee-manager relationship, employee satisfaction, employee
motivation, encourages communication and positive feedback loops, encourages behavior
change rather than giving orders, creating a safe space.
It should be done at least every six months.

3. How often do you think a leader needs to discuss current projects with his employees? (daily,
weekly, monthly…)
_Every 3 months. Employees fill out resource schedules every 2 weeks and forecast their
work load for the next 3 months. In the construction industry projects can last long (usually
min of 6months) therefore discussing projects every week / month would not be effective.
Having meetings every 3 months to discuss the upcoming projects / current projects is
important for employees to understand what is to be expected.

4. How do you think leaders can influence their employees’ motivation?
Energize your team, be a problem solver, listener lead through experience and not through
title, engage your team,
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5. How do you think leaders can influence their employees’ engagement to the organization?
Instead of being overly critical of employees and focus on their positive capabilities and
attributes. –allow employees to flourish in the business, allow employees to be independent
with their tasks and start empowering them to discover their potential. (stop micro-managing),
stimulate employees by allowing employees to discover their potential and put them to the
test – see how they collaborate with others and lead. Value and appreciate employees, share
success.

6. How would you describe the relationship between motivation and engagement of employees
in modern workplaces?
There is a strong relationship between motivation and engagement of employees. Engaged
employees are usually motivated employees. If employees are motivated they are more likely
to work effectively. However, if employees are motivated by the ‘wrong’ things such as out of
fear of your leader then employees will burn out and be disengaged. Employees need to be
aware of their responsibilities and roles. When employees are motivated they become
passionate about their work.

7. Do you think that giving an employee the freedom to make decisions and act by his own, will
motivate him? How will it impact his/her engagement to the organization? Please explain.
Yes. Giving employees freedom to make decisions will motivate them. Giving employees
more flexibility increases employee’s creativity and autonomy which in-turn increase
employee performance. It also allows employees to learn quicker and helps them gain selfconfidence. This gives employees motivation to continue working and also increases
employee engagement.

8. Do you think that not giving your employees guidance on how to reach goals or deal with
tasks will motivate them? Do you think it is an efficient way of leading? Please explain.
No, giving guidance on how to reach goals or deal with tasks will motivate them. If leaders /
managers don’t give guidance on how to reach goals, then employees may feel demotivated,
have a feeling of job insecurity, make the employee feel like there is no progress in the job /
industry / no potential growth, their enthusiasm and motivation for the job will decrease,
employees feeling bored. _Having open communication, giving guidance and appreciation /
recognition is important for employee satisfaction and motivation.
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9. What are some of the disadvantages of giving an employee the freedom to make decisions,
especially regarding motivation and engagement?
Employee works independently with very little supervision and guidance and the employee
may lack this experience which results in mistakes and outs the company at risk.
Conflict can arise if the employee takes the additional responsibility too far as this can case
tension in the workplace.

10. Do you see a correlation between leadership style, motivation and engagement of employees?
if yes, please explain how. If no, please explain why.
Yes definitely.
Engaged employees are passionate about their work and committed to the success of the
company. Employees will feel positively towards the company and will allow the employee to
exert their ‘best effort’ to succeed for themselves and the company. Leadership style can
influence employee engagement. There are many forms of leadership but when a leader is
supportive of the team, charismatic, motivating, competence and respectful, he/she can
motivate employees and increase employees’ engagement. Therefore, leadership plays a
major role in the outcome of any project as it motivates the employees to succeed.

Thank you for your participation!
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Thesis questionnaire: “Leadership styles in a modern workplace”

Work Place: ______CEVA_____
Industry: _Technology___
Number of Employees under me: 4
Age 34 Gender: Male

1. What are the most important characteristics of a leader?
Decision-maker, ability to priorities well, ability to plan and schedule, good personal skills, ability to
negotiate with others, ability to motivate and enthuse.

2. Why do you think a leader needs to give feedback to his employees? How often should the feedback
be given?
Feedback is an important tool for improvement and future progress of an employee. If the feedback is
significant it should be given as close to the relevant event as possible, otherwise a regular feedback of
2-4 times a year.

3. How often do you think a leader needs to discuss current projects with his employees? (daily, weekly,
monthly…)
It depends on the length of the project and the experience of that employee. If the project is long and
the employee has all the experience and knowledge required a discussion once a week can be enough,
if the project/task is short or the employee is not experience on that subject the discussions should be
more frequent. The important thing is to react to the situation and to discuss according to the needs.

4. How do you think leaders can influence their employees’ motivation?
First a leader should be motivated by himself, the best thing is to be authentic. Other than that, get the
employees involved and share information with them about their personal tasks and project as well as
other things that are significant to the company/group. Let them feel that they are part of something
meaningful and in particular their contribution is meaningful.

5. How do you think leaders can influence their employees’ engagement to the organization?
Keep the employees motivated about the task/project/product/company. In addition, make them feel
that they are personally advancing and evolving so they benefit a lot from working on this
organization. Also let options for moving to other positions in the organization.
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6. How would you describe the relationship between motivation and engagement of employees in
modern workplaces?
If the motivation of an employee is aimed on his work in the organization than the engagement will be
coupled with it, on the other way if the employee is not motivated or its motivation comes from other
sources like only personal interests than the engagement will not be strong.

7. Do you think that giving an employee the freedom to make decisions and act by his own, will motivate
him? How will it impact his/her engagement to the organization? Please explain.
Yes, surely. Letting an employee a room for decisions has significant impact on the employee
motivation and hence his engagement to the organization. Freedom to make decisions help the feeling
of personal contribution and meaningfulness to the organization what improves the engagement.

8. Do you think that not giving your employees guidance on how to reach goals or deal with tasks will
motivate them? Do you think it is an efficient way of leading? Please explain.
That depends, for someone that doesn’t has all the tools to deal with his tasks and the tools are even
not at reach while his leader has those tools I think that guidance is needed and can improve the
employee’s motivation. Otherwise letting someone make decisions and letting him to choose the path
to deal with his task will mostly contribute to responsibility and ownership for that task.

9. What are some of the disadvantages of giving an employee the freedom to make decisions, especially
regarding motivation and engagement?
If the employee is not so much motivated the outcome of his task might be not so much satisfying.
Also, in such case the employee might make decisions that are relevant for his motivations but not the
best for the task. In addition, even if the employee is motivated, letting him make the decisions might
bring to suboptimal outcomes.

10. Do you see a correlation between leadership style, motivation and engagement of employees? if yes,
please explain how. If no, please explain why.
Yes, very much. As was elaborated in the previous questions, a leadership style that involves sharing
of information and letting employee’s independence on their work will significantly contribute to their
satisfaction, motivation and engagement.

Thank you for your participation!
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Thesis questionnaire: “Leadership styles in a modern workplace”

Work Place: Foodora GmbH
Industry: Food delivery
Number of Employees under me: 2
Age :27 Gender: Male

1. What are the most important characteristics of a leader?
A leader must be a good role model. He should have authority as well as empathy. Especially the
empathy is important. He should be able to know how his co-workers feel and what they do. That´s
how they feel in good hands.

2. Why do you think a leader needs to give feedback to his employees? How often should the feedback
be given?
Feedback is important, because the coworkers and the leader should/wants improve his- or herself.
Feedback helps to grow as a team. Without knowing what you are doing good or bad it´s harder to
improve.
I am a fan of directly feedback. Every time something is happening, no matter good or bad, the should
be reaction (also if it needs to be daily). But it´s also important to have feedback with each co-worker
face to face to talk about his development.

3. How often do you think a leader needs to discuss current projects with his employees? (daily, weekly,
monthly…)
Depends on the projects and the team. If the team is a good working team, it can be less often than if
the team doesn´t work so well, it can be often.
Generally I would say weekly, because I think it´s important for the team how good the workflow is
and if they have do more or if they can work more relaxed.

4. How do you think leaders can influence their employees’ motivation?
Showing that the leader is working hard as them or even harder.
Show what kind of sense their work will have. Honor the work of co- workers.
Maybe a little surprise for good work, like an team-event or some games during the work, to make
work more pleasant. Like playing darts for 5 minutes or something like that.
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5. How do you think leaders can influence their employees’ engagement to the organization?
Well most of that was answered in 4. But to influence the engagement, the leader as always to be
engaged than the co-worker. To influence the organization, a leader should be pretty well organized as
well.

6. How would you describe the relationship between motivation and engagement of employees in
modern workplaces?
Well I think motivation is necessary for engagement. If you are not motivated, or have the wrong
motivation it´s not possible to be engaged in long term.
I think you can see this in general, because this is fundamental. It doesn´t matter if it´s a modern
workplace or a traditional.

7. Do you think that giving an employee the freedom to make decisions and act by his own, will motivate
him? How will it impact his/her engagement to the organization? Please explain.
Well this depends on the employee. Some are looking for more freedom, others want more control.
I would say to give an employee more freedom is always a good thing for more engagement and
organization. It shows that you trust in the employees skills. But you always important to stay in loop,
so I should talk to the employee if they need some help or how it works.

8. Do you think that not giving your employees guidance on how to reach goals or deal with tasks will
motivate them? Do you think it is an efficient way of leading? Please explain.
Well you should always challenge you employees and let them freedom to make mistakes. Otherwise
there will be no learning effect. I think it´s an efficient way to lead. But it´s always important to let the
employees know that they can ask.
Leading is somehow like being and educator. It should be balanced between being helpful and let
them employees make mistakes.

9. What are some of the disadvantages of giving an employee the freedom to make decisions, especially
regarding motivation and engagement?
If you just let them do without checking or guiding employees, it can happen that the employees will
get lazy and their motivation/engagement gets lost.
But this depends on the employees, projects, team spirit and of course the leader.
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10. Do you see a correlation between leadership style, motivation and engagement of employees? if yes,
please explain how. If no, please explain why.
Well I think it´s a positive correlation, because when the leader is motivated and shows that the
employees are important, will improve the engagement/motivation. It´s also important to have
authority, if not the employees could lose the respect of the leader and the motivation/engagement will
go down.
If a leader is to hard or arrogant, the motivation will go down. So as the engagement.
Conclusion: A good leader ship has a positive correlation on motivation and engagement. A bad
leadership has a negative correlation on motivation and engagement.

Thank you for your participation!
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Thesis questionnaire: “Leadership styles in a modern workplace”

Work Place: FDNA INC.__
Industry: Healthcare
Number of Employees under me: 4
Age : 34 Gender: Male

1. What are the most important characteristics of a leader?
Inspirational, being able to motivate other employees, facilitator, knowledgeable, being able to speak
publicly or in front of large crowd.

2. Why do you think a leader needs to give feedback to his employees? How often should the feedback
be given?
Feedback should be given at least once a year. It should be given to set expectations, and to make the
employee realize what the company and the manager think about the employee performance. Also, set
future goals for improvement.

3. How often do you think a leader needs to discuss current projects with his employees? (daily, weekly,
monthly…)
Bi-weekly

4. How do you think leaders can influence their employees’ motivation?
Provide feedback. Give some incentive (can be material). When the job is done good, say a good
word.

5. How do you think leaders can influence their employees’ engagement to the organization?
Make them more attached to the business goals. Provide a personal development plan.

6. How would you describe the relationship between motivation and engagement of employees in
modern workplaces?
I think it goes hand in hand. If an employee is engaged, he/she is motivated and vice versa

7. Do you think that giving an employee the freedom to make decisions and act by his own, will motivate
him? How will it impact his/her engagement to the organization? Please explain.
I think that it depends on the personality of the employee. Some need freedom and some need less
freedom. It might increase engagement in case the employee is fitted to the “freedom based decisions
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8. Do you think that not giving your employees guidance on how to reach goals or deal with tasks will
motivate them? Do you think it is an efficient way of leading? Please explain.
I think that the right guidance will motivate them. Needs to be careful with criticism. It is an efficient
way of leading.

9. What are some of the disadvantages of giving an employee the freedom to make decisions, especially
regarding motivation and engagement?
An employee that is not suitable for making its own decisions might get lost, what will lead him/her to
being less motivated.

10. Do you see a correlation between leadership style, motivation and engagement of employees? if yes,
please explain how. If no, please explain why.
Yes, I do. Good leadership usually motivated employees.

Thank you for your participation!
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Thesis questionnaire: “Leadership styles in a modern workplace”

Work Place: ______Cnoga Medical Ltd___
Industry : Healthcare
Number of Employees under me: 2
Age 27 Gender: female

1. What are the most important characteristics of a leader?
Inspired, commitment and passion, empathy, good communicator

2. Why do you think a leader needs to give feedback to his employees? How often should the feedback
be given?
Feedback can improve performance and can motivate the worker. At least once a week.

3. How often do you think a leader needs to discuss current projects with his employees? (daily, weekly,
monthly…)
Depending on the project, can be daily like in scrum methodology, and can be weekly.

4. How do you think leaders can influence their employees’ motivation?
Leader can influence their employees by a feedback, type of mission, deadlines, help them develop
new skills etc.

5. How do you think leaders can influence their employees’ engagement to the organization?
Positive work environment in the team is a main factor to engage employees. In addition, by creating
motivate employee, it is possible to create the needed commitment.

6. How would you describe the relationship between motivation and engagement of employees in
modern workplaces?
Direct connection

7. Do you think that giving an employee the freedom to make decisions and act by his own, will motivate
him? How will it impact his/her engagement to the organization? Please explain.
Freedom can help the employee feel meaningful, raising motivation and the commitment will also
increase. But it is important to remember that there are many kinds of employees and freedom to make
decisions is not good for everyone.
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8. Do you think that not giving your employees guidance on how to reach goals or deal with tasks will
motivate them? Do you think it is an efficient way of leading? Please explain.
Not always, there are workers who without guidance will be lost and will not reach the goal. Finally
reaching the goal will increase the motivation, it is clear that reaching the goal alone will increase the
motivation, but if the employee does not reach the goal at all motivation will decline.

9. What are some of the disadvantages of giving an employee the freedom to make decisions, especially
regarding motivation and engagement?
There are workers who without guidance will be lost and will not reach the goal.

10. Do you see a correlation between leadership style, motivation and engagement of employees? if yes,
please explain how. If no, please explain why.
I think that when the employee is motivated, his engagement rising. A good leader will make his
employee motivated. It's important to remember that each employee gets motivated by different
things. A good leader will be dynamic and adapt himself to different types of employees.

Thank you for your participation!
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Thesis questionnaire: “Leadership styles in a modern workplace”

Work Place: Foodora GmbH
Industry: Food delivery
Number of Employees under me: 20
Age: 32 Gender: Female

1. What are the most important characteristics of a leader?

From my point of you a leader has to have the following characteristics: Enthusiastic, empathetic,
strong, tough, well organized, (very) good knowledge of human nature.

2. Why do you think a leader needs to give feedback to his employees? How often should the feedback
be given?

It depends on the feedback. A leader should give feedback in a feedback-talk on a regular basis about
the team member: how she/ he works, what she/ he is doing good/ bad and how she/ he can improve
(not to forget about the feedback of the employee about her/ his leader). The frequency of the feedback
depends on different aspects like how long is the employee already in the company, for how long does
leader and employee know each other, how long are leader and employee working together, etc. It is
really important that the employee gets feedback of her/ his work. What is she/ he doing good or bad?
It shows that the leader has respect to the employee and his/ her work. The leader should also prepare
a development plan together with the employee on a regular basis for a special timeframe. When the
leader takes the time to give high-quality feedback it shows the interest of the leader in the employee
and his/ her work. It shows the employee his value to the leader (and to the company) if the leader
takes the time only for the employee and shows him/her that the leader knows what the employee is
doing good or bad. That the leader recognizes the work the employee is doing and that she/ he really
appreciates the work. To sum it up it’s the job of the leader to see what frequency the current situation
requires.

3. How often do you think a leader needs to discuss current projects with his employees? (daily, weekly,
monthly…)

It depends on the project. From my point of view the employee should have the feeling that she/he can
work as independently as possible. Only if help is needed from the employee the leader is always
available. But from my experiences a weekly meeting to discuss the status of a project is a good time
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frame. Monthly is too long and daily could give the employee the impression that you want to control
him/ her and don’t trust their work even if this is not the case.

4. How do you think leaders can influence their employees’ motivation?

Leaders can influence their teams’ motivation with their own behavior. The leader has to be aware of
being a role model for his/ her team. Only if you exemplify the motivation the leader expects from her/
his team, she/ he can expect it from the team.

5. How do you think leaders can influence their employees’ engagement to the organization?

It’s the job of a leader to show every employee her/ his value to the company. And from my point of
view employees’ feel engaged when you show them the high value which they are for the company in
treating them with respect.

6. How would you describe the relationship between motivation and engagement of employees in
modern workplaces?

I think there is a correlation between motivation and engagement. I feel engaged to the company if I
can identify myself with the values of the company. I feel motivated if my leader gives me the feeling
I’m important for the company and my work is highly valued. If an employee knows the values of a
company, identifies with them and feels valued by his/ her leader there is a good chance that he/ she is
motivated and engaged.

7. Do you think that giving an employee the freedom to make decisions and act by his own, will motivate
him? How will it impact his/her engagement to the organization? Please explain.

I’m convinced that an employee feels valued and respected if you give her/ him some room for their
own decision making. How big the room for own decisions are depends on the employee. Some might
be overstrained with the complete freedom in making decisions and some would like to have as much
freedom in making their own decisions as possible.
It’s the job of a leader to know his/ her team so well that he/ she will know how much freedom in
decision making does he/ she has to give every single employee that he/ she doesn’t feel overstrained
but highly motivated, respected in their work and engaged to the company.
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8. Do you think that not giving your employees guidance on how to reach goals or deal with tasks will
motivate them? Do you think it is an efficient way of leading? Please explain.

A leader should give the employee freedom in making decisions but not giving the employee no
guidance at all.
A leader should know her/ his team very well and should know the strength and weaknesses of every
employee. If so the leader will know where the employee needs support and guidance.
It could be a good way to ask the employee how she/ he would do the task and guide her/ him in the
right direction. Always giving the employee the feeling that he/ she is a co-decision-maker.

9. What are some of the disadvantages of giving an employee the freedom to make decisions, especially
regarding motivation and engagement?

An employee might be overstrained with the complete freedom in making decisions (see question 8).

But there could also be the situation a leader gives his employee total freedom of making decisions in
the past and takes it away from him/ her in the next project/ after a while etc. the motivation of the
employee can get lost. I think the only thing how a leader can prevent such a situation is in giving
feedback on a regular basis and explain the employee why there had been a change. If the employee
trusts the leader he/ she will know that the leader will do everything to guide the employee in the right
direction so that he can make her/ his own decision in the future again.

10. Do you see a correlation between leadership style, motivation and engagement of employees? if yes,
please explain how. If no, please explain why.

There is definitely a correlation.
A leader has to find on the one hand the balance between delegating, directing, supporting and
coaching her/ his team and on the other hand has to know the one leadership style which pushes every
single employee in every situation to his/ her best results. A leader has to be flexible in the use of the
different styles which motivates every employee and engages him/ her in different situations.

Thank you for your participation!
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Thesis questionnaire: “Leadership styles in a modern workplace”

Work Place: Consulting
Industry: Automotive
Number of Employees under me: _3_
Age :______30_______ Gender: ________male_______

1. What are the most important characteristics of a leader?
A leader needs to be charismatic, intelligent, communicative, empathic, motivated

2. Why do you think a leader needs to give feedback to his employees? How often should the feedback
be given?
Feedback is essential to the motivation of the employee. Psychologically, an activity with clear
feedback tends to be much more rewarding and enjoyable, while also helping the employee to improve
much faster. Any errors are corrected earlier, and a more frequent, iterative feedback loop increases
the number of learning experiences. Feedback regarding project work should be given at least once per
week, but ideally on a daily basis

3. How often do you think a leader needs to discuss current projects with his employees? (daily, weekly,
monthly…)
A brief, daily meeting to discuss the results from the previous day, and to set the goals for the day
ahead is the optimum.

4. How do you think leaders can influence their employees’ motivation?
Leaders can give their employees the freedom to choose the solutions of the project challenges and
provide them with a stronger sense of autonomy. Especially motivated and intelligent employees find
this far more rewarding. Other employees may prefer a tighter step-by-step instruction set for the task
ahead, otherwise they may feel overwhelmed and lost. In the end the leader must know his or her
employees well enough to choose the right approach and to balance challenge with comfort.

5. How do you think leaders can influence their employees’ engagement to the organization?
Engagement to an organization can be built with social events and a sense of purpose. Ultimately,
most organizations are simply a group of people, so strengthening the social bonds to colleagues will
lead to stronger engagement with the organization as a whole. In today’s economy, more and more
young people search for a sense of purpose in their work. Naturally, highlighting the positive aspects
and value that an organization provides to society and the world at large will help strengthen the
engagement of the employee.
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6. How would you describe the relationship between motivation and engagement of employees in
modern workplaces?
Engagement and motivation are closely related, and both derive from other factors, such as purpose
and autonomy

7. Do you think that giving an employee the freedom to make decisions and act by his own, will motivate
him? How will it impact his/her engagement to the organization? Please explain.
Autonomy is a key ingredient to employee happiness, because it allows him or her to shape the job or
the tasks to his personality and style of work. In the end, only the results should matter, and any
competent employee should choose how to achieve them. In allowing the employee to shape his job,
automatically his or her engagement will increase, since the work flow and project results are his or
her own creation.

8. Do you think that not giving your employees guidance on how to reach goals or deal with tasks will
motivate them? Do you think it is an efficient way of leading? Please explain.
This highly depends on the type of personality. The boss should always try to give as much guidance
and experience to the employee as feasible, to avoid having to start from scratch. The supervisor
should provide cornerstones, advice and feedback, where possible, while trying to let the competent
employee figure out the steps in between. The efficiency of this leadership style is highly dependent
on the personality and competence of the employee and should be used accordingly.

9. What are some of the disadvantages of giving an employee the freedom to make decisions, especially
regarding motivation and engagement?
Incompetent and new employees may feel overwhelmed and frustrated by the flood of unknowns. Not
everyone is made for the pressure of responsibility. Ultimately, the results need to align with the vision
of the decision taker. If there is a discrepancy between the employee’s results and the decision taker’s
vision, this may lead to frustration and anger. This decreases motivation and engagement.

10. Do you see a correlation between leadership style, motivation and engagement of employees? if yes,
please explain how. If no, please explain why.
There is a clear correlation, but the key aspect is the individual personality and competence of the
employee that has to be led appropriately.

Thank you for your participation!
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Thesis questionnaire: “Leadership styles in a modern workplace”

Work Place: Delivery Hero Germany GmbH
Industry: Food delivery
Number of Employees under me: 10
Age :29 Gender: Male

1. What are the most important characteristics of a leader?
Role model, good listener, visionary, structure, empathic, self-confidence to take decisions, likeable,
social.

2. Why do you think a leader needs to give feedback to his employees? How often should the feedback
be given?
You have to give people the opportunity to change behavior and make them aware of their way
dealing with things. Feedback should be given ideally immediately on the spot and at least every two
weeks.

3. How often do you think a leader needs to discuss current projects with his employees? (daily, weekly,
monthly…)
Very depends on the employees skills and motivationà some times daily or weekly. Monthly is a bit
to long.

4. How do you think leaders can influence their employees’ motivation?
Big influence by finding motivation trigger and plan tasks accordingly, also by giving the employees a
feeling of being heard.

5. How do you think leaders can influence their employees’ engagement to the organization?
By being a role model, by taking in feedback sessions, by defining team or company culture and
norms.

6. How would you describe the relationship between motivation and engagement of employees in
modern workplaces?
Very depends, motivation is a key for engagement, especially with the new generation.
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7. Do you think that giving an employee the freedom to make decisions and act by his own, will motivate
him? How will it impact his/her engagement to the organization? Please explain.
For some employees it’s motivating. In total, employees should be capable of taking ownership.
Everything also can lead to frustration. Engagement will be way higher with freedom.

8. Do you think that not giving your employees guidance on how to reach goals or deal with tasks will
motivate them? Do you think it is an efficient way of leading? Please explain.
Again, it depends on the skills. If employees know what to do, they should go ahead. I always like to
challenge them because I believe any decision can be taken also if you get challenged.

9. What are some of the disadvantages of giving an employee the freedom to make decisions, especially
regarding motivation and engagement?
You obviously give away control, aver stuff. Also you need to ensure people are capable of taking the
decisions.

10. Do you see a correlation between leadership style, motivation and engagement of employees? if yes,
please explain how. If no, please explain why.
Of course- different people prefer different leadership styles. Good leaders will be asked to adapt their
styles accordingly to the people and to the specific needs of the employees.

Thank you for your participation!
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Thesis questionnaire: “Leadership styles in a modern workplace”

Work Place: Similarweb
Industry: Technology
Number of Employees under me: 5
Age: 32 Gender: Male

1. What kind of characteristics does a leader need to have?
A leader should inspire employees professionally and personally, where he should always set an
example and act as a “role-model” for them. A leader should have good communication skills
so he can share with clarity a vision and/or direction. A leader should have good social skills
so he can connect with the employees and create affection/care.

2. Why do you think a leader needs to give feedback to his employees? How often should the feedback
be given?
Feedback is critical because it creates alignment of expectations between a leader and his employees.
ongoing feedback from my experience is efficient on a monthly basis. where “ongoing”
coaching can be done on a weekly basis.

3. How often do you think a leader needs to discuss current projects with his employees? (daily, weekly,
monthly…)
Depends on the company, org structure and industry. Generally speaking - I find weekly sessions
efficient.

4. How do you think leaders can influence their employees’ motivation?
Think about what the employees care for and help them fulfill their desires and aspirations (especially
professionally). additionally, advocating for social events and connections will probably also
benefit motivation.

5. How do you think leaders can influence their employees’ engagement to the organization?
“Sell the organization” - vision, culture, and direction. make sure the employee is aligned with those
values.
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6. How would you describe the relationship between motivation and engagement of employees in
modern workplaces?
Highly correlative. high motivation usually results in high engagement. where the opposite doesn’t
necessarily have a causality effect - in case an employee is highly engaged but receives
negative feedback/response.

7. Do you think that giving an employee the freedom to make decisions and act by his own, will motivate
him? How will it impact his/her engagement to the organization? Please explain.
Depends on the employee personality. Generally speaking giving freedom to employee will help
motivate the employee in provision that he has the tools and know-hows to make these
decisions. Otherwise it can de-motivate the employee due to un-clarity, pressure, and
consequences of bad decisions.

8. Do you think that not giving your employees guidance on how to reach goals or deal with tasks will
motivate them? Do you think it is an efficient way of leading? Please explain.
I think that giving the employee guidance is crucial, otherwise it hurts communication, expectations,
and achieving goals. the “trick” is to give constructional and accepted guidance.

9. What are some of the disadvantages of giving an employee the freedom to make decisions, especially
regarding motivation and engagement?
As mentioned above, the risk of too much freedom can overwhelm some employees where they will
find it hard to make decisions they are not trained for. also, not all employees can deal with
the consequences of making bad decisions therefore it’s advisable to limit and align decisions
with relevancy and fit.

10. Do you see a correlation between leadership style, motivation and engagement of employees? if yes,
please explain how. If no, please explain why.
I think the leadership style is not correlated “scientifically” since the style should fit the company
culture and DNA. once there is a fit it will help increase motivation and engagement.

Thank you for your participation!
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Appendix 2:
Results: What are the most important characteristics of a leader?

Appendix 3:
Results: Why do you think a leader needs to give feedback to his employees? How often
should the feedback be given?
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Appendix 4:
Results: How often do you think a leader needs to discuss current projects with his
employees? (daily, weekly, monthly…)

Appendix 5:
Results: How do you think leaders can influence their employees’ motivation?
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Appendix 6
Results: How do you think leaders can influence their employees’ engagement to the
organization?

Appendix 7:
Results: How would you describe the relationship between motivation and engagement
of employees in modern workplaces?
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Appendix 8:
Results: Do you think that giving an employee the freedom to make decisions and act by
his own, will motivate him? How will it impact his/her engagement to the organization?
Please explain.
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Appendix 9:
Results: Do you think that not giving your employees guidance on how to reach goals or
deal with tasks will motivate them? Do you think it is an efficient way of leading? Please
explain.
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Appendix 10:
Results: What are some of the disadvantages of giving an employee the freedom to make
decisions, especially regarding motivation and engagement?
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Appendix 11:
Results: Do you see a correlation between leadership style, motivation and engagement
of employees? if yes, please explain how. If no, please explain why.
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Appendix 12:
JMP: Pearson test, question Nr. 7
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Research
questions

modern workplace?

▪ How does laissez faire impact employees’ engagement in a
modern workplace?

▪ Identify the main characteristics of laissez faire leadership
style.

Research
objectives

▪ Analyze the impact of laissez faire leaders on employees’
motivation in modern workplaces.

▪ Analyze the impact of laissez faire leaders on employees’
engagement in modern workplaces.

▪ From French: “allow to act“
▪ Freedom

▪ Minimum interferences

Laissez Faire

▪ Share ideas
▪ Make decisions

▪ The leader steps down from responsibility

Resource: http://www.atlas101.ca/pm/concepts/laissez-faire-leadership/

▪ Leadership

▪ Modern workplace
▪ Laissez faire leadership style
▪ Employees’ motivation
Robbins (2007) defines motivation as “the processes that account for an individual’s

Literature
Review

intensity, direction and persistence of effort toward attaining a goal”

▪ Employees’ engagement
John Gibbons (2006)- six key drivers:
Trust and integrity
Nature of job

Connection in the vision between organization performance and employee performance
Opportunities to build career

Feeling the honor of working for the organization
Colleagues and team members

Resource: http://www.penotes.com/2015/12/need-to-survey-related-literaure.html

Employees Motivation
Mondy and Premeaux (1995)

Each employee sees motivation and what derives him better
in different way

Judge and Piccolo (2004)

There is a negative relationship between laissez fair
leadership with follower motivation

Webb (2003)

The significant and negative relationship with motivation
toward extra effort in a laissez fair leadership style

Barbuto (2005)

Laissez fair leadership style has a positive and meaningful
relationship with intrinsic motivation and with extrinsic
motivation

Webb (2007)

There is a negative correlation of laissez faire behaviour
correlated with motivation toward extra effort

Active intervention and no intervention at
all may have a big influence

John Gibbons (2006)

Six key drivers that might have impact employee
engagement

Employees’ engagement can be highly
reached with emotional connection

Vaidyanathan and
Maheshwari (2016)

Commitment plays a key in employees’ engagement

Leaders have to show personal
courage, express confident and
strengths.

Employees Engagement

Yao, Shin Woan, Li and Mohd Laissez fair leaders offer just once in a while their workers
Hanafiah (2017)
the direction or advice they may need

Laissez fair style has positively and
significantly effect on employee
engagement

Van Eeden, Cilliers and
Deventer (2008)

Laissez fair leaders are usually fail to lead properly their
workers or to coordinate and mange them

Low morale, less energy, motivation and
resentful towards the business

Ray and Rizzacase (2012)

Several reasons behind employees and their satisfaction
degree

The more satisfied the employee is, the
more committed, productive and engaged
him to the business

Trust, integrity, communication
and honesty are important

▪ The traditional concept of leading has gradually changed as a

Research
justification

result of internationalization and the new era of modern
workplaces.

▪ Kenneth and Heresy claimed in 1988:
“The effective leader must be a good diagnostician and adopt style
to meet the demands of the situation in which they operate”.

▪ H1-> Laissez Faire leadership style has a negative relationship
with Motivation in modern workplaces.

▪ H2-> The greater the employees’ motivation, the greater their
engagement.

Study
Hypothesis

▪ H3-> Laissez faire leadership style is negatively associated
with employee engagement in modern workplaces.
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Hypothesis
H1-> Laissez Faire leadership style has a negative relationship with Motivation in modern
workplaces.
H2-> The greater the employees’ motivation, the greater their engagement.
H3-> Laissez faire leadership style is negatively associated with employee engagement in

modern workplaces.

Hypothesis

Data Collection Procedure
● Qualitative research: questionnaires- 10 open questions
● Focused on the specific variables
Trust the response
Technology use
17 leaders from modern workplaces

Data Analysis Technique

● Content analysis
● Coding keywords

● Control variables
● (JMP)-?

JMP

N=17
X^2 (1) = 0.49, NS

● A computer program for statistical analysis.
● Pearson test: testing for the possibility of the relationship in both directions● > 0.05
● If lower→ can check Statistical Significance

Que 7
1 Women
2 Men

Discussion (example)
Question Nr. 6:
How would you describe the relationship between motivation
and engagement of employees in modern workplaces?
1

2

3

4

1- 41% (7)
2- 39% (5)
3- 24 (4)
4- 6% (1)

Limitations
● Sample size- number of leaders

● One side of the frame (Leaders)
● Questionnaires were spread via email (not face to face)
● Cannot be generalized
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Hypothesis
H1-> Laissez Faire leadership style has a negative relationship with Motivation in modern
workplaces.
H2-> The greater the employees’ motivation, the greater their engagement.
H3-> Laissez faire leadership style is negatively associated with employee engagement in

modern workplaces.

Findings
● Leaders have different characteristics and opinions
● Project needs to be discussed often

Leader, 35 years old:
“There are many forms of
leadership but when a leader is
supportive of the team,
charismatic, motivating,
competent and respectful, he/she
can motivate employees and
increase employees’
engagement”.

● Feedback is important
● Motivation comes from positive environment, benefits, a strong leader
● 70 % → Motivation has direct impact on engagement
● Involvement

● A good leader: listener, empathy skills, communication

Conclusion
Motivation

Engagement

● Key findings can be implemented
● Leading has a key role to achieve business purpose
● Laissez faire needs to be considered when it plays a negative role

● An effective power is significant
● Leader needs to adapt himself to employees’ needs

Limitations
● Sample size- number of leaders

● Qualitative research- cannot find a statistical correlation
● Questionnaires were spread via email (not face to face)
● Cannot be generalized
● One side of the frame (Leaders)

Future research
● Investigation of both sides
● Managers and Employees
● Whole frame

